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Spin dependent muon to electron conversion



Introduction

muon to electron conversion in a muonic atom

µ� +N ! e� +N
(charged lepton flavour violation)

electron number muon number tau number

e generation 1 0 0
µ generation 0 1 0
τ generation 0 0 1

Lepton flavour
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Figure 4. – Schematic representation of the contribution to processes such as `i ! `j`k`k and
µ ! e conversion arising from a flavour-violating dipole operator and, conversely, to `i ! `j�
from 4-fermion operators.

by more than two orders of magnitudes, in order to provide a more stringent constraint
than the one currently given by µ ! e�. This is due to the fact that, if the dipole
operator dominates, the rates of µ ! eee and µ N ! e N are suppressed by a factor of
order ↵ with respect to µ ! e� [121], as it can be intuitively understood from Figure
4(12):
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⇥ BR(µ ! e�) ,(40)

CR(µ N ! e N) ' ↵ ⇥ BR(µ ! e�) .(41)

Therefore the MEG bound on BR(µ ! e�) translates – within this scenario – to a
limit to the above observables at the 10�15 level. Conversely, a measurement of the
rates of µ ! eee and µ N ! e N much above that value would clearly signal that the
source of CLFV is not the dipole operator Qe� , rather some of the 4-fermion operators
listed in Table IV(13). This would rule out large classes of models, such as the typical
supersymmetric frameworks that we will discuss in section 5. A graphical representation
of present and forecast limits on the coe�cient of the dipole operators from µ ! e
observables is shown in Figure 5.

The above considerations are based on the rather unrealistic hypothesis that new
physics e↵ects are encoded in a single operator. Although this can be approximately true
in certain scenarios, yet the coe�cients of the operators in Table IV are in general not
independent due to radiative e↵ects. Such e↵ects – summarised by the renormalisation

(12) For full calculations of the µ ! e conversion rates in di↵erent nuclei, see [109, 122, 123].
(13) As a matter of fact, there are several new physics models where such operators arise at the
tree level, thus with much larger coe�cients than the dipoles that can only be loop induced.
Some examples will be mentioned in section 6.
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μ-e Conversion : Target dependence  
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C. Target dependence of ! ! e conversion

In principle, any single-operator model can be tested
with two conversion rates, even if! ! e" is not observed.
To illustrate this point, we update the analysis of Ref. [6]
and plot in Fig. 3 the conversion rate (normalized to the
rate in aluminum) as a function of the Z of the target
nucleus, for the four classes of single-operator models
defined above. Compared to Ref. [6], the novelty here is
the inclusion of a second vector model (VðZÞ).

The results of Fig. 3 show some noteworthy features.
First, we note the quite different target dependence of the
conversion rate in the two vector models considered. This
can be understood as follows: In the case of the Vð"Þ model,
the behavior in Fig. 3 simply traces the Z dependence of

VðpÞ (the photon only couples to the protons in the nu-
cleus). On the other hand, in the case of the VðZÞ model, the
Z boson couples predominantly to the neutrons in the

nucleus and the target dependence of the ratio VðnÞ=VðpÞ #
ðA $ ZÞ=Z generates the behavior observed in Fig. 3.
Next, let us focus on the actual discriminating power of

the Z dependence. Clearly, the plot shows that the model
discriminating power tends to increase with Z. This is a
simple reflection of the fact that the whole effect is of
relativistic origin and increases in heavy nuclei. So in an
ideal world, in order to maximize the chance to discrimi-
nate among underlying models, one would like to measure
the conversion rate in a light nucleus, say aluminum or
titanium, as well as in a large-Z nucleus, like lead or gold.
This simplified view, however, has to be confronted both
with theoretical uncertainties and the actual experimental
feasibility. Concerning the uncertainties, a simple analysis
shows that the dominant uncertainty coming from the
scalar matrix elements almost entirely cancels when taking
ratios of conversion rates (even using the conservative
range y2 ½0;0:4& for the strange scalar density matrix
element). Moreover, in the large-Z tail of the plot, some
residual uncertainty arises from the input on the neutron
density profile. When polarized proton scattering data ex-
ists, the uncertainty on the ratios of conversion rates be-
comes negligible. This point is illustrated by Table I, where
we report the detailed breakdown of uncertainties in the
ratios B!!eðTiÞ=B!!eðAlÞ and B!!eðPbÞ=B!!eðAlÞ. For
other targets, the uncertainty induced by neutron densities
never exceeds 5% [6]. The conclusions of this exercise are
that
(i) The theoretical uncertainties (scalar matrix elements

and neutron densities) largely cancel when we take a
ratio.

(ii) As evident from Fig. 3, a realistic discrimination
among models requires a measure of B!!eðTiÞ=
B!!eðAlÞ at the level of 5% or better, or alternatively
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FIG. 3 (color online). Target dependence of the ! ! e con-
version rate in different single-operator dominance models. We
plot the conversion rates normalized to the rate in aluminum
(Z ¼ 13) versus the atomic number Z for the four theoretical
models described in the text: D (blue), S (red), Vð"Þ (magenta),
VðZÞ (green). The vertical lines correspond to Z ¼ 13ðAlÞ, Z ¼
22ðTiÞ, and Z ¼ 83ðPbÞ.

TABLE I. Ratios of conversion rates in titanium and lead over
aluminum, in each of the four single-operator models: scalar (S),
dipole (D), vector 1 (photon coupling to the quarks), and vector 2
(Z boson coupling to the quarks). In the scalar model, the scalar
form factor induces a negligible uncertainty in the ratios involv-
ing two targets (denoted by the subscript y). In the case of lead
over aluminum, the small uncertainty is dominated by the
neutron density input (denoted by the subscript #n).

S D Vð"Þ VðZÞ

Bð!!e;TiÞ
Bð!!e;AlÞ 1:70 ( 0:005y 1.55 1.65 2.0

Bð!!e;PbÞ
Bð!!e;AlÞ 0:69 ( 0:02#n

1.04 1.41 2:67 ( 0:06#n
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FIG. 2 (color online). Ratio RðZÞ of ! ! e conversion over
Bð! ! e"Þ versus Z in the case of the dipole-dominance model.
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Effective Lagrangian for

µ→e Conversion

2

e conversion induced by tensor and axial vector op-
erators1, which were not considered in Refs. [19, 20].
These operators couple to the spin of the nucleus and
can induce “spin-dependent” µ → e conversion in nu-
clei with spin (such as Aluminium, the proposed tar-
get of COMET and Mu2e), not enhanced by A2. In
addition, the tensor and axial operators will contribute
to “spin-independent” conversion via finite-momentum-
transfer corrections [25, 26], and Renormalisation Group
mixing [27, 28] 2. In an EFT framework, our analy-
sis shows new sensitivities to previously unconstrained
combinations of dimension-six operator coefficients, as
we illustrate below. In the absence of CLFV, this gives
new constraints on the coefficients, and when CLFV is
observed, it could assist in determining its origin.
Estimating the µ → e conversion rate – Our start-

ing point is the effective Lagrangian [4]

δL = −2
√
2GF

!

q=u,d,s

!

Y

!

O

Cqq
O,Y O

qq
O,Y + h.c. (1)

where Y ∈ {L,R} andO ∈ {V,A, S, T} and the operators
are explicitly given by (PL,R = 1/2(I ∓ γ5))

Oqq
V,Y = (eγαPY µ)(qγαq)

Oqq
A,Y = (eγαPY µ)(qγαγ5q)

Oqq
S,Y = (ePY µ)(qq) OD,Y = mµ(eσ

αβPY µ)Fαβ

Oqq
T,Y = (eσαβPY µ)(qσαβq) . (2)

While our primary focus is on the tensor (Oqq
T,Y ) and

axial (Oqq
A,Y ) operators, we include the vector, scalar and

dipole because they are induced by loops.
At zero momentum transfer, the quark bilinears can

be matched onto nucleon bilinears

q̄(x)ΓOq(x) → GN,q
O N̄(x)ΓON(x)

where the vector charges are Gp,u
V = Gn,d

V = 2 and

Gp,d
V = Gn,u

V = 1, and for the axial charges we use
the results inferred in Ref. [22] by using the HERMES
measurements [31], namely Gp,u

A = Gn,d
A = 0.84(1),

Gp,d
A = Gn,u

A = −0.43(1), and Gp,s
A = Gn,s

A = −.085(18).
For the tensor charges we use the lattice QCD re-
sults [32] in the MS scheme at µ = 2 GeV, namely
Gp,u

T = Gn,d
T = 0.77(7), Gp,d

T = Gn,u
T = −0.23(3), and

Gp,s
T = Gn,s

T = .008(9), Finally, for the scalar charges
induced by light quarks we use a precise dispersive deter-
mination [33], Gp,u

S = mN
mu

0.021(2), Gp,d
S = mN

md
0.041(3),

Gn,u
S = mN

mu
0.019(2), and Gn,d

S = mN
md

0.045(3), and an

1 We leave out the pseudoscalar operator, as it is suppressed both
by spin and momentum transfer.

2 The analogous mixing of SD to SI dark matter interactions was
discussed in [29, 30].

average of lattice results [34] for the strange charge:
Gp,s

S = Gn,s
S = mN

ms
0.043(11). In all cases, we take cen-

tral values of the MS quark masses at µ = 2 GeV, namely
mu = 2.2 MeV, md = 4.7 MeV, and ms = 96 MeV [35].

Taking the above matching into account, the nucleon-
level effective Lagrangian has the same structure of (1)
with the replacements q̄ΓOq → N̄ΓON and with effective
couplings given by

C̃NN
O,Y =

!

q=u,d,s

GN,q
O Cqq

O,Y . (3)

However, we remove the tensor operators, because their
effects can be reabsorbed into shifts to the axial-vector
and scalar operator coefficients. In fact, to leading order
in a non-relativistic expansion NσijN = ϵijkNγkγ5N , so
that the spin-dependent nucleon effective Lagrangian for
µ→e conversion reads

−2
√
2GF

!

N

!

Y

"
#CNN
A,Y (eγ

αPY µ)(Nγαγ5N) + h.c.
$

(4)

where N ∈ {n, p}, Y ∈ {L,R}, and

#CNN
A,X =

!

q

"
GN,q

A Cqq
A,X + 2GN,q

T Cqq
T,X

$
. (5)

Furthermore, at finite recoil the tensor operator
induces a contribution to the SI amplitude, since
uN (p)σ0iuN (p − q) contains a term proportional to
qi/mN [25, 26], which contracts, in the amplitude, with
the spin of the helicity-eigenstate electron. The net effect
is tantamount to replacing the coefficient of the scalar
operator with

#CNN
S,Y → #CNN

S,Y +
mµ

mN

#CNN
T,Y . (6)

We write the conversion rate Γ =Γ SI + ΓSD, where
ΓSI is the A2-enhanced rate occuring in any nucleus, and
ΓSD is only relevant in nuclei with spin. The usual SI
branching ratio reads [4, 19]

BRSI = 2B0

%%%%[ #C
pp
V,R + #Cpp

S,L]Z Fp(mµ) (7)

+ [ #Cnn
V,R + #Cnn

S,L] [A− Z]Fn(mµ)

%%%%
2

+ {L ↔ R},

where B0 = G2
Fm

5
µ(αZ)3/(π2Γcap),Γ cap is the rate for

the muon to transform to a neutrino by capture on the
nucleus (0.7054 × 106/sec in Aluminium [36]), and the
form factors Fp,n(mµ) can be found in Ref. [19].

In the evaluation ofΓ SD from (4) we treat the muon as
non-relativistic and the electron as a plane wave. Both
are good approximations for low-Z nuclei; for definite-
ness we focus on Aluminium (Z = 13, A = 27, J = 5/2)
the proposed target for the COMET and Mu2e experi-
ments. After approximating the muon wavefunction in
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The experimental sensitivity to µ → e conversion on nuclei is expected to improve by four orders 
of magnitude in coming years. We consider the impact of µ → e flavour-changing tensor and axial-
vector four-fermion operators which couple to the spin of nucleons. Such operators, which have not 
previously been considered, contribute to µ → e conversion in three ways: in nuclei with spin they 
mediate a spin-dependent transition; in all nuclei they contribute to the coherent (A2-enhanced) spin-
independent conversion via finite recoil effects and via loop mixing with dipole, scalar, and vector 
operators. We estimate the spin-dependent rate in Aluminium (the target of the upcoming COMET and 
Mu2e experiments), show that the loop effects give the greatest sensitivity to tensor and axial-vector 
operators involving first-generation quarks, and discuss the complementarity of the spin-dependent and 
independent contributions to µ → e conversion.

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

1. Introduction

New particles and interactions beyond the Standard Model of 
particle physics are required to explain neutrino masses and mix-
ing angles. The search for traces of this New Physics (NP) is pur-
sued on many fronts. One possibility is to look directly for the new 
particles implicated in neutrino mass generation, for instance at 
the LHC [1] or SHiP [2]. A complementary approach seeks new 
interactions among known particles, such as neutrinoless double 
beta decay [3] or Charged Lepton Flavour Violation (CLFV) [4].

CLFV transitions of charged leptons are induced by the ob-
served massive neutrinos, at unobservable rates suppressed by 
(mν/mW )4 ∼ 10− 48. A detectable rate would point to the existence 
of new heavy particles, as may arise in models that generate neu-
trino masses, or that address other puzzles of the Standard Model 
such as the hierarchy problem. Observations of CLFV are therefore 
crucial to identifying the NP of the lepton sector, providing infor-
mation complementary to direct searches.

From a theoretical perspective, at energy scales well below the 
masses of the new particles, CLFV can be parametrised with effec-
tive operators (see e.g. [5]), constructed out of the kinematically 
accessible Standard Model (SM) fields, and respecting the relevant 
gauge symmetries. In this effective field theory (EFT) description, 

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: s.davidson@ipnl.in2p3.fr (S. Davidson).

information about the underlying new dynamics is encoded in the 
operator coefficients, calculable in any given model.

The experimental sensitivity to a wide variety of CLFV pro-
cesses is systematically improving. Current bounds on branching 
ratios of τ flavour changing decays such as τ → µγ , τ → eγ and 
τ → 3ℓ [6–8] are O(10− 8), and Belle-II is expected to improve the 
sensitivity by an order of magnitude [9]. The bounds on the µ ↔ e
flavour changing processes are currently of order ∼ 10− 12 [10,11], 
with the most restrictive constraint from the MEG collaboration: 
B R(µ → eγ ) ≤ 4.2 × 10− 13 [12]. Future experimental sensitivities 
should improve by several orders of magnitude, in particular, the 
COMET [13] and Mu2e [14] experiments aim to reach a sensitivity 
to µ → e conversion on nuclei of ∼ 10− 16, and the PRISM/PRIME 
proposal [15] could reach the unprecedented level of 10− 18.

In searches for µ → e conversion, a µ− from the beam is cap-
tured by a nucleus in the target, and tumbles down to the 1s
state. The muon will be closer to the nucleus than an electron 
(r ∼ αZ/m), due to its larger mass. In the presence of a CLFV 
interaction with the quarks that compose the nucleus, or with 
its electric field, the muon can transform into an electron. This 
electron, emitted with an energy Ee ≃ mµ , is the signature of 
µ → e conversion.

Initial analytic estimates of the µ → e conversion rate were ob-
tained by Feinberg and Weinberg [16], a wider range of nuclei 
were studied numerically by Shankar [17], and relativistic effects 
relevant in heavier nuclei were included in Ref. [18]. State of the 
art conversion rates for a broad range of nuclei induced by CLFV 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2017.05.053
0370-2693/© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
SCOAP3.
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“Spin-dependent” µ → e Conversion on Light Nuclei
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Abstract

The experimental sensitivity to µ → e conversion will improve by four or more orders of magnitude in coming years,
making it interesting to consider the “spin-dependent” (SD) contribution to the rate. This process does not benefit from
the atomic-number-squared enhancement of the spin-independent (SI) contribution, but probes different operators.
We give details of our recent estimate of the spin dependent rate, expressed as a function of operator coefficients at the
experimental scale, and explore the prospects for distinguishing coefficients by using different targets. For this purpose,
a geometric representation of different targets as vectors in coefficient space is introduced. It is found that comparing
the rate on isotopes with and without spin could allow to detect spin dependent coefficients that are at least a factor
of few larger than the spin independent ones. Distinguishing among the axial, tensor and pseudoscalar operators that
induce the SD rate would require calculating the nuclear matrix elements for the second two. Comparing the SD
rate on nuclei with an odd proton vs odd neutron could allow to distinguish operators involving u quarks from those
involving d quarks; this is interesting because the distinction is difficult to make for SI operators.

1 Introduction

Charged Lepton Flavour Violation (CLFV) is New Physics that must exist; only the rates are unknown. In this paper,
we consider µ ↔ e flavour change, and assume that it can be parametrised by contact interactions involving Standard
Model particles. Flavour change µ ↔ e can be probed in the decays µ → eγ[1] and µ → eēe[2], in µ → e conversion[3]
and in various meson decays such as K → µ̄e[4]. In µ → e conversion, a beam of µ− impinges on a target, where the
µ is captured by a nucleus, and can convert to an electron while in orbit. The COMET[5] and Mu2e [6] experiments,
currently under construction, plan to improve the sensitivity by four orders of magnitude, reaching a branching ratio
∼ 10−16. The PRISM/PRIME proposal [7] aims to probe ∼ 10−18. These exceptional improvements in experimental
sensitivity motivate our interest in subdominant contributions to µ → e conversion.

Initial analytic estimates of the µ → e conversion rate were performed by Feinberg and Weinberg [8], for promising
operators and nuclei. A wider range of nuclei were studied numerically by Shanker[9], and estimates for many operators
and nuclei can be found in the review [10]. Relativistic effects relevant in heavier nuclei were included in [11]. The
current state of the art is the detailed numerical calculations of Kitano, Koike and Okada (KKO)[12, 13], who studied
all the CLFV operators which can contribute coherently to µ → e conversion, for nuclei from Helium to Uranium. In
such processes, the amplitude for µ → e conversion on each nucleon is coherently summed over the whole nucleus.
Like “spin-independent”(SI) dark matter scattering, the final rate therefore is enhanced by a factor ∼ A2, where
A is the atomic number of the nucleus. However, other conversion processes are possible. For instance, incoherent
µ → e conversion, where the final-state nucleus is in an excited state, has been discussed by various people [14, 9],and
is expected to be subdominant with respect to the coherent process.

In a previous letter [15], some of us noted that “spin-dependent”(SD) µ → e conversion can also occur, if the target
nuclei have spin(as is the case for Aluminium, the target of the upcoming COMET and Mu2e experiments). Although
this process does not benefit from the ∼ A2 enhancement associated to SI rates, it has the interest of being mediated
by different CLFV operators from the coherent process.

The aim of this manuscript is to give details of our calculation, and explore whether the SD process could help
distinguish models or operators, should µ → e conversion be observed. The operators which could induce SD µ →
e conversion are listed in section 2. The conversion rate in Aluminium is estimated in section 3, and the extrapolation
to other nuclei is discussed in subsection 3.2. The theoretical uncertainties in our estimates are briefly discussed in
section 4. Section 5 explores the consequences of including the SD contribution to the µ → e conversion rate, both in
the perspective of obtaining constraints on operator coefficients from an upper bound on the branching ratio, and for
discriminating models when µ → e conversion is observed. We summarise in section 6.

∗E-mail address: s.davidson@ipnl.in2p3.fr
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Various theoretical models predict experimentally ac-
cessible rates. One is the minimum supersymmetric
model (MSSM) with R-parity violation, which allows the
predicted branching ratio of !!!e" conversion of the
level of 10!12, since the relevant " and "! parameters
are not constrained (Babu and Mohapatra, 1995). Left-
right symmetric models with a low-mass WR also predict
a !!!e"-conversion branching ratio of 10!14, a value
estimated by the same authors.

2. Event signature and backgrounds

The energy of the positron from !!!e" conversion is
given by

E!e"#m!!B!!Erec!#Z!2

$m!!B!!#Z!2 , (148)

where #Z!2 is the difference in the nuclear binding en-
ergy between the (A ,Z) and (A ,Z!2) nuclei, with the
excitation energy in the final nucleus taken into account.
Usually, it is assumed that a large fraction of the final
nucleus could be in the giant-dipole-resonance state,
which has a mean energy of 20 MeV and a width of 20
MeV. Therefore the e" from !!!e" conversion would

have a broad momentum distribution corresponding to
the width of giant-dipole-resonance excitation.

The principal background is radiative muon capture
or radiative pion capture, followed by asymmetric e"e!

conversion of the photon. For some nuclei, the end point
of the radiative-muon-capture background in Eq. (142)
can be selected to be well separated from the signal. The
background from radiative pion capture must be re-
duced by the rejection of pions in the beam.

3. Experimental status of !!!e" conversion

The SINDRUM II Collaboration at PSI has reported
a search for the charge-changing process !!"Ti→e"

"Ca in muonic atoms (Kaulard et al. 1998). It was car-
ried out simultaneously with a measurement of !!"Ti
→e!"Ti. The e" momentum spectrum is shown in Fig.
32. The results are given separately for the transition to
the ground state and that to the giant dipole resonance.
They are summarized in Table XIII, together with the
previous results.

E. Muonium to antimuonium conversion

A muonium atom is a hydrogenlike bound state of !"

and e!. The spontaneous conversion (or oscillation) of a
muonium atom (!"e! or Mu) to its antiatom, antimuo-
nium atom (!!e" or Mu,) is another interesting class of
muon LFV process. In this Mu!Mu conversion, the or-
dinary additive law of conservation of muon and elec-
tron numbers is violated by two units (#Le/!#$2),
whereas muon or electron number is conserved multipli-
catively (Feinberg and Weinberg, 1961). This possibility
was suggested by Pontecorvo in 1957 (Pontecorvo,
1957), even before the muonium atom was observed for
the first time at the Nevis cyclotron of Columbia Univer-
sity (Hughes et al., 1960).

1. Phenomenology of Mu!Mu conversion

Various interactions could induce !#Li!#2 processes,
such as Mu!Mu conversion, as discussed in Sec. III.E.
To discuss the phenomenology of the Mu!Mu conver-
sion, we take as an example the effective four-fermion

FIG. 32. Positron energy spectra of the !!"Ti→e""Ca re-
action; !!e"(gs) and !!e"(gr) are the expected signals for
the transitions to the ground state and to the giant-dipole-
resonance states, respectively. The assumed branching ratios
for gs and gr are 2.2%10!11 and 4.5%10!10 (provided by P.
Wintz).

TABLE XIII. Historical progress and summary of !!!e" conversion in various nuclei; gs and ex,
respectively, denote the transitions to the ground state and excited states (mostly giant-dipole-
resonance states), respectively.

Process 90%-C.L. upper limit Place Year Reference

!!"Cu→e""Co 2.6%10!8 SREL 1972 Bryman et al. (1972)
!!"S→e""Si 9%10!10 SIN 1982 Badertsher et al. (1982)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(gs) 9%10!12 TRIUMF 1988 Ahmad et al. (1988)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(ex) 1.7%10!10 TRIUMF 1988 Ahmad et al. (1988)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(gs) 4.3%10!12 PSI 1993 Dohmen et al. (1993)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(ex) 8.9%10!11 PSI 1993 Dohmen et al. (1993)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(gs) 1.7%10!12 PSI 1998 Kaulard et al. (1998)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(ex) 3.6%10!11 PSI 1998 Kaulard et al. (1998)

191Y. Kuno and Y. Okada: Muon decay and physics beyond the standard model

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 1, January 2001

µ- to e+ conversion 

µ- + N(Z) →e+ + N*(Z-2)

Various theoretical models predict experimentally ac-
cessible rates. One is the minimum supersymmetric
model (MSSM) with R-parity violation, which allows the
predicted branching ratio of !!!e" conversion of the
level of 10!12, since the relevant " and "! parameters
are not constrained (Babu and Mohapatra, 1995). Left-
right symmetric models with a low-mass WR also predict
a !!!e"-conversion branching ratio of 10!14, a value
estimated by the same authors.

2. Event signature and backgrounds

The energy of the positron from !!!e" conversion is
given by

E!e"#m!!B!!Erec!#Z!2
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where #Z!2 is the difference in the nuclear binding en-
ergy between the (A ,Z) and (A ,Z!2) nuclei, with the
excitation energy in the final nucleus taken into account.
Usually, it is assumed that a large fraction of the final
nucleus could be in the giant-dipole-resonance state,
which has a mean energy of 20 MeV and a width of 20
MeV. Therefore the e" from !!!e" conversion would

have a broad momentum distribution corresponding to
the width of giant-dipole-resonance excitation.

The principal background is radiative muon capture
or radiative pion capture, followed by asymmetric e"e!

conversion of the photon. For some nuclei, the end point
of the radiative-muon-capture background in Eq. (142)
can be selected to be well separated from the signal. The
background from radiative pion capture must be re-
duced by the rejection of pions in the beam.

3. Experimental status of !!!e" conversion

The SINDRUM II Collaboration at PSI has reported
a search for the charge-changing process !!"Ti→e"

"Ca in muonic atoms (Kaulard et al. 1998). It was car-
ried out simultaneously with a measurement of !!"Ti
→e!"Ti. The e" momentum spectrum is shown in Fig.
32. The results are given separately for the transition to
the ground state and that to the giant dipole resonance.
They are summarized in Table XIII, together with the
previous results.

E. Muonium to antimuonium conversion

A muonium atom is a hydrogenlike bound state of !"

and e!. The spontaneous conversion (or oscillation) of a
muonium atom (!"e! or Mu) to its antiatom, antimuo-
nium atom (!!e" or Mu,) is another interesting class of
muon LFV process. In this Mu!Mu conversion, the or-
dinary additive law of conservation of muon and elec-
tron numbers is violated by two units (#Le/!#$2),
whereas muon or electron number is conserved multipli-
catively (Feinberg and Weinberg, 1961). This possibility
was suggested by Pontecorvo in 1957 (Pontecorvo,
1957), even before the muonium atom was observed for
the first time at the Nevis cyclotron of Columbia Univer-
sity (Hughes et al., 1960).

1. Phenomenology of Mu!Mu conversion

Various interactions could induce !#Li!#2 processes,
such as Mu!Mu conversion, as discussed in Sec. III.E.
To discuss the phenomenology of the Mu!Mu conver-
sion, we take as an example the effective four-fermion

FIG. 32. Positron energy spectra of the !!"Ti→e""Ca re-
action; !!e"(gs) and !!e"(gr) are the expected signals for
the transitions to the ground state and to the giant-dipole-
resonance states, respectively. The assumed branching ratios
for gs and gr are 2.2%10!11 and 4.5%10!10 (provided by P.
Wintz).
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respectively, denote the transitions to the ground state and excited states (mostly giant-dipole-
resonance states), respectively.
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!!"Ti→e""Ca(gs) 1.7%10!12 PSI 1998 Kaulard et al. (1998)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(ex) 3.6%10!11 PSI 1998 Kaulard et al. (1998)
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predicted branching ratio of !!!e" conversion of the
level of 10!12, since the relevant " and "! parameters
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catively (Feinberg and Weinberg, 1961). This possibility
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1957), even before the muonium atom was observed for
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Various interactions could induce !#Li!#2 processes,
such as Mu!Mu conversion, as discussed in Sec. III.E.
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sion, we take as an example the effective four-fermion
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Various theoretical models predict experimentally ac-
cessible rates. One is the minimum supersymmetric
model (MSSM) with R-parity violation, which allows the
predicted branching ratio of !!!e" conversion of the
level of 10!12, since the relevant " and "! parameters
are not constrained (Babu and Mohapatra, 1995). Left-
right symmetric models with a low-mass WR also predict
a !!!e"-conversion branching ratio of 10!14, a value
estimated by the same authors.
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The energy of the positron from !!!e" conversion is
given by
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where #Z!2 is the difference in the nuclear binding en-
ergy between the (A ,Z) and (A ,Z!2) nuclei, with the
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Usually, it is assumed that a large fraction of the final
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which has a mean energy of 20 MeV and a width of 20
MeV. Therefore the e" from !!!e" conversion would
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conversion of the photon. For some nuclei, the end point
of the radiative-muon-capture background in Eq. (142)
can be selected to be well separated from the signal. The
background from radiative pion capture must be re-
duced by the rejection of pions in the beam.
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The SINDRUM II Collaboration at PSI has reported
a search for the charge-changing process !!"Ti→e"

"Ca in muonic atoms (Kaulard et al. 1998). It was car-
ried out simultaneously with a measurement of !!"Ti
→e!"Ti. The e" momentum spectrum is shown in Fig.
32. The results are given separately for the transition to
the ground state and that to the giant dipole resonance.
They are summarized in Table XIII, together with the
previous results.
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and e!. The spontaneous conversion (or oscillation) of a
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muon LFV process. In this Mu!Mu conversion, the or-
dinary additive law of conservation of muon and elec-
tron numbers is violated by two units (#Le/!#$2),
whereas muon or electron number is conserved multipli-
catively (Feinberg and Weinberg, 1961). This possibility
was suggested by Pontecorvo in 1957 (Pontecorvo,
1957), even before the muonium atom was observed for
the first time at the Nevis cyclotron of Columbia Univer-
sity (Hughes et al., 1960).
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Various interactions could induce !#Li!#2 processes,
such as Mu!Mu conversion, as discussed in Sec. III.E.
To discuss the phenomenology of the Mu!Mu conver-
sion, we take as an example the effective four-fermion
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predicted branching ratio of !!!e" conversion of the
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muonium atom (!"e! or Mu) to its antiatom, antimuo-
nium atom (!!e" or Mu,) is another interesting class of
muon LFV process. In this Mu!Mu conversion, the or-
dinary additive law of conservation of muon and elec-
tron numbers is violated by two units (#Le/!#$2),
whereas muon or electron number is conserved multipli-
catively (Feinberg and Weinberg, 1961). This possibility
was suggested by Pontecorvo in 1957 (Pontecorvo,
1957), even before the muonium atom was observed for
the first time at the Nevis cyclotron of Columbia Univer-
sity (Hughes et al., 1960).

1. Phenomenology of Mu!Mu conversion

Various interactions could induce !#Li!#2 processes,
such as Mu!Mu conversion, as discussed in Sec. III.E.
To discuss the phenomenology of the Mu!Mu conver-
sion, we take as an example the effective four-fermion

FIG. 32. Positron energy spectra of the !!"Ti→e""Ca re-
action; !!e"(gs) and !!e"(gr) are the expected signals for
the transitions to the ground state and to the giant-dipole-
resonance states, respectively. The assumed branching ratios
for gs and gr are 2.2%10!11 and 4.5%10!10 (provided by P.
Wintz).

TABLE XIII. Historical progress and summary of !!!e" conversion in various nuclei; gs and ex,
respectively, denote the transitions to the ground state and excited states (mostly giant-dipole-
resonance states), respectively.

Process 90%-C.L. upper limit Place Year Reference

!!"Cu→e""Co 2.6%10!8 SREL 1972 Bryman et al. (1972)
!!"S→e""Si 9%10!10 SIN 1982 Badertsher et al. (1982)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(gs) 9%10!12 TRIUMF 1988 Ahmad et al. (1988)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(ex) 1.7%10!10 TRIUMF 1988 Ahmad et al. (1988)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(gs) 4.3%10!12 PSI 1993 Dohmen et al. (1993)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(ex) 8.9%10!11 PSI 1993 Dohmen et al. (1993)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(gs) 1.7%10!12 PSI 1998 Kaulard et al. (1998)
!!"Ti→e""Ca(ex) 3.6%10!11 PSI 1998 Kaulard et al. (1998)
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mass relation for target selection
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The conservation of lepton flavor and total lepton number are no longer guaranteed in the Standard
Model after the discovery of neutrino oscillations. The μ− þ NðA; ZÞ → eþ þ NðA; Z − 2Þ conversion in a
muonic atom is one of the most promising channels to investigate the lepton number violation processes,
and measurement of the μ− − eþ conversion is planned in future μ− − e− conversion experiments with a
muonic atom in a muon-stopping target. This article discusses experimental strategies to maximize the
sensitivity of the μ− − eþ conversion experiment by introducing the new requirement of the mass relation
of MðA; Z − 2Þ < MðA; Z − 1Þ, where MðA; ZÞ is the mass of the muon-stopping target nucleus, to
eliminate the backgrounds from radiative muon capture. The sensitivity of the μ− − eþ conversion is
expected to be improved by 4 orders of magnitude in forthcoming experiments using a proper target
nucleus that satisfies the mass relation. The most promising isotopes found are 40Ca and 32S.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since lepton flavor violation was confirmed by the
discovery of neutrino oscillation, interest has consid-
erably shifted to the whole leptonic sector in terms of
the search for new physics beyond the Standard Model
(SM). Anomalies in the leptonic sector governed by
new physics have been studied within three major
phenomena: (1) lepton universality violation (LUV),
(2) charged lepton flavor violation (CLFV), and (3)
lepton number violation (LNV). The SM, which pre-
serves the lepton universality, predicts that three gen-
erations of leptons behave consistently within the
electroweak interaction. However, recent measurements
of B̄ → Dð$Þl−ν̄l [1–4] and Bþ → Kþlþl− [5] have
shown nontrivial discrepancies (4σ and 2.6σ, respec-
tively) to the SM predictions, showing the possibility
of LUV in new physics [6]. An interesting implication
of LUV is that experimentally observable CLFV phe-
nomena may emerge from new physics [7,8]. Although
the processes of CLFV can occur by neutrino mixing
in the SM, it should be noted that the rates of the SM
contributions were found to be extremely small, on the
order of Oð10−54Þ because of small neutrino masses.

Therefore, CLFV processes have been investigated
through the various muon decay channels: μ− − e−

conversion, μþ → eþ þ γ decay, and μþ → eþ þ eþ þ
e− decay in the expectation of a discovery of new
physics [9]. The observation of LNV would provide
crucial evidence on the small neutrino mass (≲eV).
The LNV processes, with the change of lepton number
by two units ðΔL ¼ 2Þ, can be mediated by Majorana
neutrinos through the type-1 seesaw mechanism or new
particles appearing at a high energy scale (>TeV).
These phenomena have been explored mostly through
0νββ decay [10], which corresponds to the LNV
process in the ee sector. LNV processes in other
sectors also have been searched with muon-to-positron
conversion μ− þ NðA; ZÞ → eþ þ NðA; Z − 2Þ [11–17]
and rare Kaon decays such as Kþ → μþμþπ− [18–21],
while their experimental limits are far behind that of
0νββ decay, as shown in Table I.

Nevertheless, the μ− − eþ conversion is worth inves-
tigating further for two reasons: (1) The μ− − eþ

conversion is discoverable if the LNV process is more
likely to occur in flavor off-diagonal sectors, e.g., the eμ
sector, as implied by recent studies [22–24]. Several
theories beyond the SM of particle physics, such as the
Majorana neutrino, the doubly charged singlet scalar
model [25,26], and the left-right symmetric model [27]
have been suggested as feasible theories for the μ− − eþ

conversion. (2) In principle, the experimental sensitivity
of the μ− − eþ conversion can significantly increase with
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